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1 . Introduction.

In a theoretiottlly perfect current tranal'ormer

the currents v.ould have a ratio equal to the inverse

ratio of turns, and the secondary current would he ex-

actly in phase with the primary current. This ideal

condition is shov/n in figure 1, where n is the ratio

of turns, and 1-^ and I^ are the primary and secondary

currents respectively.

In the actual transformer neither of these con-

ditions is realized, since an appreciable part of the

primary current is required to excite the core. Hence

the ratio of tLe primary to the secondary current is

greater than the inverse ratio of turns, and the t.vo

currents are not quite in phase but differ by a small

angle. (For the case of a leading secondary current

the ratio may be less than the ratio of turns, but this

is a condition v/hich is never met in practice.) » fur-

ther complication is introduced by the fact that the

flux density, and therefore the core loss and magnetiz-

ing current are functions of the current, so that in

general, both ratio and phase angle are different for

different vaiuesof the current load, -loreover, the

impedance of the instruin. nts connected ^vith the secondary
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deterraine, in part, the value of the flux, so that the

whole ratjo-currerit curve may be changed by an increase

or decrease in the impedance connected with the second-

ary.

Another possible disturcing factor is wave

distortion in the transformer, but it v/ill be shown

later that this is entirely inappreciable under prac-

tical conditions.

Figure 2 shov.s some typical forms of the ratio-

current curves of current transformers, the ordinates

being the ratios (primary to secondary) expressed in

percent of nominal values. Figure 3 shows a fev/ typical

phase angle curves, the ordinates being the angles by

which the reversed secondary current leads the primary.

These curves as well as those for the ratios are -lotted

from actually determined values.

'For a considerable number of such curves, giving

numerical values, connected load, etc., see:-

This Bulletin, 6, p. 298, 1909, Koi.rint l.o. 130,

ii. T. Kobinson, Trans. Am. Inst. E. E. 28;, p. 1005,

1909.
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It vvill be seen that both the ratio and the

phase angle curves tend to become horizontal straight

lines near full load, and that they rise more rapidly

toward the lov/ current end of the curve. It is an in-

teresting fact that both types of curves should be so

very similar in their general shape.

Although during a considerable experience in the

testing of transformers it had been noticed that many

transformers shov/ed a tendency to turn dG\«vn instead of

up at the extreme lo.? current end of the ratio curve,

these cases had been passed over //ith the idea that they

were rrobably due to inaccuracies of measurement, since

the difficulties in making measurements of high accuracy

at currents belovir about 20 % of full load are very great.

However, figure 4 shov/s the zb and 60 cycle ratio curves

of a transformer exhibiting unusual and remarkable char-

acteristics. It ./ill be seen that at 60 cycles with the

small impedance load used, the ratio increases with in-

creasing current throughout the entire range from 5 /b of

rated load to full load. At ^5 cycles tlie ratio increases

with increasing current from the value at low current load

to a maxiinum at approximately half load and then ^^^rad-

ually decreased to full load.

In the 60 cycle curve the total change in the ratio

from 10 '^ to full load is 0.23 ^c,- a quantity about 10
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times as great as the sensibility oT the :nethod used,

if averaged over the whole range. 'J.'he experimental

evidence that the '(ib cycle curve passed through a

maxiraim was equally good. The direct determinations

are indicated by circles all lying on tlie curves in

figure 4. The points indicated "by crosses are com-

puted values which will be discussed later.

Since these measurements were made ildgcTirabe

has described a transformer shov-ing a mazimum in its

ratio curve, but other/ziae such an anomalous behavior

did not seem to have been observed, and it is gener-

ally considered by engineers that the ratio always

decreases with increasing current. Edgcumbe gave no

theoretical explanation of the anomaly, it therefore

^Elec. Rev. lond . 6^, p. 163, 1910.

seemed important to determine if possible .vhether there

might be theoretical errors in the method of measure-

ment used, or, if not, //.ether some light might not

be thrown upon the nature of the iron losses at such

low flux densities as are used in current transformers,

and upon thoir possible effect on the ratio and phase

angle of the instruments.





Iiany other questions in regard to the behavior

of the current transformer are involved, such as: the

agreement between theory and rractice; possible dis-

tortion introduced by the transformer itselfj and the

bearing of this upon the definitions of ratio and

phase angle involved in different methods of measure-

ment; and the effect of wave form upon ratio. I'hese

were necessarily considered in connection v/ith this

investigation, as well as v/ith other transformers.

Z, Methods for Determining Katio and

Phas e Angle

.

The most accurate methods for the measurement

of ratio and phase angle are null methods depending

upon the potentiometer principle. 'I'he electromotive

forces at the terminals of two noninductive shunts

placed in the primary and secondary respectively, are

opposed; and the resistance of the secondary shunt is

adjusted until the in-phase Qomponent of the resulting

electromotive force is zero. The current relations

are sho.vn in figure 6, vvhere I2 R^ ^^^ ^"^ ^^ ^^® ^'^^

electromotive forces, ^ the phase angle, and '^ the





quadrature coaiponent of the resultant electromotive rorce.

The laethod in use at the Bureau of Standards is to place

the series coil of an electrodynamoraeter in series v/ith

the primary shunt, and use the moving coil as a detector

for setting the in-phase component of the resultant at

zero. The complete arrangement is shown in figure 7.

The sv/itch is throvai to tlie riplit and K^ adjusted for

balance; then the sv/itch is throvm to the left, and the

deflection due to £ is read. A resistance shunted hy a

condenser is placed in the iiioving coil circuit of the

series dynamoioeter so as to make the effective scl:"-in-

ductance of the circuit zero. This avoids a small cor-

rection -.vliich vould otherwise enter. From the valines of

-^For a complote description of this method tog'ether ..ith
.

a derivation of the equations see

Agnew and Fitch, this Bulletin, 6, p. 29^, 1909,

Reprint 130.

R-j^iRi; and (^ the ratio and phase angle may he readily de-

termined. Unless the inductance of the shunts is negli-

gible, corrections must be loade to the phase angle.

Since the :aethod was described a special adjustable

nonindiictive shunt has been designed for use in tlie second-





dry. A series of bifilar manganin strips T, { figure

8) , vvhioli are silver soldered to the lugs D L are ad-

justed to the values 0.0<i5, 0.035, 0.04b, etc. ohm.

The lugs D D have horizontal amalgainated surfcices .vhich

may be clamijed by screws to corresponding amalgamated

surfaces on the copper blocks C C. 3etween the blocks

B B and C C are tv;o strips of manganin serarated by

thin mica. The upper one has a resistance of 0.01 ohm,

divided into steps of 0.001 ohrn, and is connected to the

numbered studs. The lower strip has a resistance of

0.001 ohm, divided into 10 divisions, so that by esti-

mating to tenths of a division the resistance may bo

read to 0.00001 ohm. Copper strips connect the blocks

iJ B to the current terminals A A. The potential term-

inals are the levers Lj^. 1;^ , L-^ making contact with the

studs, and tne end of L.^ sliding on the edge of the

thicker manganin strip which is raised half a millimeter

higher than the one to v/hich tLc studs are connected.

The capacity is 10 amperes. At 60 cyclos, the phase

angle is less than one minute.

It has been foxind that the error introduced by

the variation in the resistance of the amalgamated con-

tacts is entirely inappreciable for the accuracy require";
,





wViioh may V.e taicen as odo part in 10,000.

Orii.}h^ bis desciibod a sljailar rnothoii in v/hioh a

sensitive ele ot.ro ^netor is uaod as the detector in.itaad

* >:iectrotechnischo u S., 30, p. 468, 19 09.

of tho electrodyni'.'noyoter.

Koblx.rcn* has t'cvelojrc a rotatinf; eomr.nitetor which

^ Trans. Amer . Inst. Rleo. Eng. 28, p. 1207, 1910.

he UBOB H!i .•?- dot*^.ctor in ply.ce of an eloctrometor or an

electrod3''naniomct?r . This comjriutator is drivnn by a syn-

oaronoun not or and rectifies the quadrature component £

30 thvt it may \)e .-neasurod by means of a direct current

galvanonieter with all the requisite sensibility. The

forrt factor entero into the reduction of the results.

Thli3 rotating ooramutator method has bean farther

developed by Sharp and Crawfordf /-ho have uloo v-.3ed

rcc. A-Tier. Inst. Kleo. Eng. 29, p. lJi07, 1910.

a mutual inducttuioo in tho secondari/ to reducr. t.'.o measure-

fisent of the quadrature component £ to a null method. They

have also suf^^t^ofitod a methoa of usirig a mutual Inductance

inBtoad of 'ohe yhunts in priTiary and secondary circuits.
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1
Laws has introduced a modification of the two-dyn-

amometer arrangement in order to increase the sensibility

^Elec. V;orld, 55, p. ^^\i, 1910.

at light load, '.vhich decreases ,.ith the square of the cur-

rent. He substitutes for the series dynamometer one car-

rying a constant current which is kept in phase with the

primary by an auxilliary device. This difficulty has been

overcome in the work at the Bureau of Standards by the use

of double range instruments.

The point has been raised as to whether the tv;o-dyn-

amometer method gives the correct value of the ratio if the

possibility of the introduction of di!:;tortion by the trans-

former be taken into account. For example, if v/e assvaae

that the primary wave is sinusoidal and that the transformer

introcr.ced 10 -/o of the third harmonic, then, since this

harmonic component of the unbalanced emf. Q would give no

torque in the dynamometer having a sinusoidal current in its

field coil, the ratio of the effective values of the cur-

rents would differ from the ratio of the primary and second-

ary resistances by one half the square of 0.1, or 0.5 /j. A

similar statement .vould apply to the laeasured value of the

phase angle

.
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But it is to be noticeu lii^tw Liie rotating commutator

method gives results vvhicli are open to the same theoretical

objection, for the null setting gives the condition of

equality of mean values rather than the equality of mean

effective values. Fortunately the distortion introduced

by the transformer is too small to be of any i;ractical

aignificanoe whatever. Yet it may be v/ell to noint out,

even though it is of theoretical interest only, that the

tvvo-djmamometer method defines the proper ratio to be used

in wattmeter measurements, that is the ratio of the pri-

mary to the xmdistorted part of tiie secondary. This fol-

lows from the principle that a harmonic in the current

coil of a wattmeter but not x'resent in the electromotive

force wave adds nothing to the torque. This would of

course not give the theoretically correct definition

for the ammeter, but the accuracy required in a.c. cur-

rent measurements is not as great as tliat required in

the measurement of power. Of course the same consider-

ations hold for the electrometer method since they nec-

essarily define the quantities in precisely the same way.

The phase angle does not suffer tiie sanie ambiguity

in definition as does the ratio since it is used only in

wattmeter or watthour meter measurements. Here the dyn-

amometer .anci the electrometer methods give t]ie theoretically

correct defini ..Ions nut taking account of any harmonics
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that may be introduced by the transformer itself, '.'."hile

the rotating commutator method does include any harmonica

introduced by the transformer, and while the percentage

error thus introduced into the determination of the phase

angle is much larger than in the case of the ratio, this

error is still too small to be of practical significance

as ,vill bo shown later.

Another objection that has been urged against the

rotating commutator method is that the form factor of the

current wave used should theoretically be knov<n, but here

again the good wave forms given by modern alternators, and

the specification of practically a sinusoidal v/ave re-

quired in accurate measurements reduce the errors from this

source to the limit of experimental error, and they need

not therefore be considered.

3 . Calculation of Katie and Phase single.

Figure 9 is a vector diagram of the current trans-

forr'ier. If .ve let

^ = flux,

ll = primary current,

1^ = seconoary current,

Eii = secondary electromotive force,

n = ratio of turi.s of secondary to turns of primary,
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<p = phase angle or secondarj^ circuit,

Q = phase angle of transformer,

M = magnetizing current,

F =^ core loss component of exciting current,

E = ratio of currents,

then we may consider that the flux S induces the emf.

g., in the secondary giving rise to 1^ in the secondary

and requiring a component in the primary opposite in

phase and equal to n 1^ in niagnitude.

But in order to maintain tlie flux the primary al-

so has to furnish a magnetizing current 11 in phase vvith

the flux, and a core loss current F opposite in phase

to Ea . Hence the total primary current is made up of

n _!. , LI, and F, taken in proper phase relations.

Projecting the vectors on the line of n I^, we

have

1-^ cosd«= n I^ + Li sin + F cos (1)

Projecting the vectors perpend iculixrly to the

line of n I^ gives

1^ 3ind= L: cos(p- F sincp (2)

Squaring (1) and (a) and adding, neglecting the terms

containing squares or products of ? and LI,

I^- = n^ I^^ + 2 n I;, (M sin <p -^ F cos <p )
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'.R = ^ = n^ 4 ^ ^ (l: sinf h F cos f )

I^ I.

= ^ (1 , i: sin f 4 F cos fj ^p^^^^^

^ ^ ^ li sinf -f F cqsf (3^

To determine the phase angle divide (2) by (1)

tan ^ = M cos f - F sin f>

n I^ -t I.: sin
(f

-\ F cos
<f

But as the exciting current is snail in comparison

to n I_^ , we may v/rite, for the purpose of computing

the phase angle v/here an accuracy of only a few per

cent is required

tan A- " °°" f - JLsin^
^^^

n I^

Formulas practically equivalent to (3) and (4) have

been developed by Curtis, Lrysdale and Barbagelata.

It has been found that the errors introduced by the ap-

proximations made in the derivation may safely be neg-

lected, unless the measurements are carried to extreme-

ly low flux densities, but even in this case the un-

certainties introduced by the magnetic history of the

iron, etc., introduce uncertainties such as to make the

use of the exact formula not worth while.

In case the load is non-inductive,

sin9= and cos if = 1
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and (3) and (4) reduce to the forme

F
R - n 4 1^ (5)

tan = —ir- (6)
n I^

and the vector diagram taies the simple form sho.vn

in figure 10 from which it is seen that the magnetizing

current la will determine the phase angle, hut has very-

little effect upon the ratio, while the core loss will

determine tlie ratio, liaving- practically no effect upon

t}ie phase angle .

The magnetizing and core loss components of the

exciting current ,vere measured directly by a method sim-

ilar to that described by Sharp and Crav/ford and shown in

^Proc. Amer. inst . lilec. Eng., 29_, p. lidOV, 191u.

figure 11. The secondary was adjusted by means of a

sensitive reflecting voltmeter which could be calibrated

on direct current by thro.;ing the switch S. The priiT^ary

exciting current passed through a shunt K, the emf. at

the terminals of which could be applied to the moving

coil or a dynamometer by closing S^ to the left, and Ss

up. The field of this dynamometer was excited from a

phase shifting transformer. The procedure was to throw
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Sa to the right, thus applying the primary voltage

to the moving coil, and then to adjust the phase

transformer until the dynaraoraeter sho.-ed no deflec-

tion, v.hich indicated that its field was in quadrature

with the primary voltage of the transf orrr.er, and there-

fore in phase with the magnetizing current. 3^ was then

thro.vn left and the magnetizing current read. The phase

transformer v/as then turned through 90° and the dyn-

amometer again read, giving the core loss componeiit.

The dynamometer could be calibrated on alternating car-

rent by applying the voltage of a shunt ^to the moving

coil of tho dynamometer.

The core loss current, the magnetizing current

and the total exciting current at 'dl cycles for trans-

former F are shov.-n in figure 12, and the sane quantities

for a frequency of 60 cycles in figure 13.

The ratio and phase angle .-.'ere computed from this

data ana the results are indicated by the crosses in

figures 4 and 5. The core losses at both 25 and 60

cycles are plotted in figure 14, and the magnetizing

and core loss components, together .vith the total excit-

ing current are shovm in figures lli and 13, for db and 60

cycles respectively. Ihe following are the constants

of tho transformer.
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Constants or Trans former IN

ITo. primary turns 25.

1^0. secondary turns l.y6.

Kated currents 40 and £ amperes.

Secondary resistance 0.51 ohm.

Resistance of comiected load 0.17 ohiri.

Inductance of connected load C.06 ;ah.

I.:axiinum flux at 60 cycles, ^90.

" " ' 25 " 700.

It v/ill IjG seen that the agreeuent cot.veen measured

and conputed values is very good, esi.ecially in the case

of tlie 60 cycle curve .vhere the conditions are more fa-

vorable. 'I'he greatest discrorancy in the range from tenth

to full load is but one part in 3000. Of course, the

possibility of the same error entering into both measure-

ments is to be considerer , as for example, errors dv.o to

wave distortion.

A check measureiaent of the ratio by an entirely dif-

. ferent .method was u:ade, using tj:e iflortiirup hot •.viro com-

Trand. ^imer. Inst. Hlec. Eng. 24, 741, 1905.

parator. I'iie makers of tne instrument have devised a
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method for determining the ratio of current transformers,

making use of a single potentiometer and a deflection in-

strument, for holding a direct current through one .vire

constant while the other .vire v/as throvm from direct to

alternating current. But as it v;as desired to get acre

sensitive readings than could be obtained by this method,

an entirely different arrangement was adopted . I'he com-

parator was used as a transfer instrument by v.hich the

ratio of f.e t.,o a.c. currents was referred to the ratio

of t>v'0 potentiometer readings on direct current. The tv/o

hot -.vires of the instrument, v/hich are indicated by the

bro>Gn lines in figure IE, carry a concave mirror for

observation with eye piece and scale so that any dif-

ference in the expansion of the t./o wires gives a de-

flection of ti.e scale. These .vere connected in paral-

lel with t.vo shunts R and a which could be introduced

either in the primary and secondary respectively, or in

two separate battery circuits adjusted to give the same

current. The sv/itches were arranged so that the com-

parator wires could be quickly and simultaneously thro.m

from alternating to direct current or vice versa. The

direct currents were then adjusted so that the corci.arator

showed no change when the switches were throvm in ei-^'^or
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direction, xiie direct currents must then be in the

same ratio as the alternating currents; and thoy could

be .aeasured by the t./o potentic^eters connected to the

resistances ^^ and K^ . Two ami.ieters A^ and A^ were

included in the circuits to maize it x^ossible to hold the

direct current at the same value as the alternating, in

order thut the hot wires should be at the same tempera-

ture in both cases; but it is to be noted that the final

ratio obtained does not depend upon the ammeter readings

but upon those ol" the potentioaeters. xi farther pre-

caution was taken in adjusting a low resistance in the

lead to one of the hot wires so that the two wires v/ould

expand and contrjiCt together when the current was throvm

on or off.

The average of 10 ^leasurements gave the sai-ie ratio

to the last figure, (one part in 8000), at the full load

current as was found by the two-dynamometer null method.

I See figure 6). Unfortunately this comparator method did

not give £;reat enough a sensibility to alio./ an adequate

check of the values fur tlie ratio at the lo.ver current

values. It is very difficult to see how the same error

could enter into two such radically different methods of

measurement, and as it will be shown thut the distortion





is negligible, it must be concluded that the forma of

ratio curves found for tranaforiner J*' are correct.

But so close an agreeiiient ])etv;eon observed and

computed values indicates that there must be sone simple

theoretical connection between the nature of the iron

losses and the slope of the ratio curve.

4. Conditions for linear Ratio and Phas

e

^'tngle Curves

.

Such a relation may easily bo sho./n to exist if

we assume that the total iron losses ;nay be ex^^ressed

in the Steinmets form

]7 = K 3- (7)

where 'ii = total iron loss in watts

g = icaxiraum flux density

K, ft = constants for a given transformer at

a given frequency.

If c_ be assumed to be rigorously constant it can be shovm

that the ratio will increase v/ith increasing secondary

current v.l.en o is greater than Z, and it ..ill decrease

with increasing current v/hen q is less than 2, jrovided

the secondary circuit is noninductive. For by (5) the

ratio

K = n H Y-—

where F is the core loss component of the exciting cur-





rent and the term £ rej-resents the departure from the

ratio of turns. Both the current and the voltage may

be ta'-cen as proportional to tiie maximum flux, If S^ is

the seoondary voltage then since ^ is measured in the

primary and E. in the secondary we have

F = n^

and
lii = ji X Const. = 3 K^

F ^ nW = nV*

I;^ A'l 3 E n^b Kji B

= n];V

xrx~B^

e





curve becomes a horisontal strai.'^ht lino. If .ve assume

the eddy current loss to vary as 3 then the sanie con-

clusions will apply to the hysteretic oxponont alone.

Formula (9) could readily be put in a ITorm for quantitative

determination of the ratio from the core loss by talcing the

actual value of K. , but this is not necessary for our ^resent

purpose.

Some interesting relations connecting the shape of

the ratio curve with the exponent, if the latter be treated

as a constant, may be brought out by a development of equa-

tion (10). olnce the flux may be taken as i.roportional to

the current this may he written

dl^
- ^5 ic -' I:i

To get the curvature .ve should, strictly, differentiate

this v/ith respect to the length of the curve, but since

the curve is nearly horizontal v/e may, for approxiicate

values, differentiate in resj.ect to 1^ instead.

^~7- = K, (c-^) (c-3) 1-°"^

So that v/c have

Katio = n H K l,,^-'-

Slope = K (c-.:) I_°"^

Curvature = K (c-_)(c-aj i^*^""^









this curve will be computed fi'om the results of a more

general treatment v/hich ./ill be given later.

It is seen from the factor 1^^~^ , which enters

the ex[res3ion for the curvature, tliat the ciirvature

will in general decrease v.ith increasing current. The

typical ri.tio curve (see figure .;-) slopes dov/n, is con-

cave up, and the curvature decreases with increasing cur-

rent, - all of v/hich are ; redicted b^ tlieory for the case

of an exponent less than 2.

VHiilo the case of an assiuned constant exponent

thus agrees qualitatively v/ith the experimental facts,

it is quantitatively insufficient for precise measure-

ments, i.loreovor, a more serious difficulty lies in the

fact that the exponent is not a constant, and the varia-

tion, is greater at the low flux densities used in the

current transformer.

From the er^ressions for ratio and jhase angle

R = n 4 I^ sin »f 4 F GOs <r (3) bis
I ^

tan ^ = i: COS f -7 3in<? (4) bis
n I a

it may be seen that if the permeability were constant

and the iron loss exponent v/ere exactly E, then both the

ratio and -the phase angle curves would be horizontal

straight lines, ''^ut this result //ould be expected since
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t::tj v.ictiis-ui .:;c;j.' vvojld tlien be equivalent to u c^iuait

without iron, which should of course, give a constant

ratio and phase angle.*

5 . Exponents and the Katie of Variation in

Iron Losses

It has been assumed in «vhat Ims gone before that

the exponent c is a true constant; otherv/ise, in dif-

ferentiating (9) another terra containing- the derivative

of £ with respect to _3 v/ould enter. It has long been

known that an equation of the form

W = ZB°

will not accurately represent either the hysteresis loss

or the total iron losses, and so it has become customary

to Sj-eak of tlie exponent as varying slightly so as to

force the equation to fit the experimental values. I.';iin-

erous determinations liave been published to sho.v that

th'^ value of the exponent originally given by SteiniJietz

of 1.6 it= only a yufficiently good mean for use over the

limited range of inductions used in the design of power

transfor.ners, and that not only different kinds of iron

give different values, but tliat for the same sample of

iron the exponent varies .vith the induction.
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Unfortunately, hov/ever, the iicthocla that nave boen

universally used to determine the exponent have depended

Ufon the implicite assumption that the e"i)Onent is a

true constant, and hence the valiies obtained are not

actually exponents, but are, in most oases, the log-

arithmio derivative of 7 v/ith respect to B, and this be-

comes the exponent only in the case v/here it is a con-

stant. In ord'er to malce the r/iatter clear it ./ill be

./ell to consider first the ;r.ethods that ]iave been used

to obtain the exponent from the experimental values.

The method most generally used at present is to

plot ^ against 3 on logarithmic paper and measure the

sloce of the resulting; curve at various values of 3.

Still considering c a constant, if ..e differentiate

the equation 7 = £^-, first taking logarithms of both

sides,

log 77 = log IC + Log 3

d (log -.7) = G d (log 3)

c = ^ t IQP: -7) (11)
d (log B)

which shows that c is tlie slope of the log'arithmic curve.

An equally accurate but less convenient method may be

used with ordinary cros;^ section paper. Equation (11)
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may be written in the form

dW

d3 '.y
" dB

from whicli the value of c at any point of the curve <^

at the point. These three quantities iniist be e::fressod

in consistent units, as the slope — is no lon£,er a
d3

simple geometrical ratio as in equation ( 11) , but has

the diiTiensions or :i . Another method which is often
B

used is to solve for c from the values at tv/o points

of the cxirve. x'hus if

Wn

and

-%°





will appear more clearly in an examination of the

general case in .vhich

V/ = Z S^ (It)

.vhere the exponent _z is nov; a variable. It oay first

be said that suggestions have been inade that K should

be considered to vary so as to fit the observations

to some sort of a curve, and some writers have even

treated both the coefficient and the exponent as vari-

ables, i'/hich is nianifestly absurd. To consider that we

have an exponent ./hich varies slightly about a mean in-

troduces complications, as v/ill bo shov/n, \/hich greatly

limits its usefulness, while any attempt to treat such

a formula containing- a variable coefficient can ac-

complish nothing since in its very simplest form the ex-

ponent ,70uld reduce to unity ,;hich merely brings us back

to the measured values of 3 and W.

To determine, then, the relations which follo« by

treating the coefficient as conata-nt and tjie exponent as

a variable, write (15) in the logarithmic form,

log V/ = log ^C 4 Z log B

Differentiating;

,

log li dz + z ^-^





ay-

g.i

Jl = z H B log 3 |z
, ^

d3 "^ cTB (16)

Tlie left hand member of this equation is the lo^^-

arithmic derivative of U with regard to 3, or the

slope of the ciirve obtained by plotting V7 against B

on logari tiunic coordinate paper. If 2_ is a constant

the last terni becomes zero, the curve becomes a straight

line, and the slope of the logarithmic curve is the ex-

ponent, out if _z is not zero the value of the exponent

from equation (16) is

cL, ,

z = ¥ - 3 log B ^ (17)
dB
B

This sho.-s that the lo^'arithmic derivativ e is no t

the sarjo as the exponent

.

as is tacitly assumed in the

methods in common use in the determination of the ex-

ponent where the latter varies. The last term in (17)

is entirely neglected in the ;:iethods which make use of

either logarithmic or ordinary coordinate paper, as :/hat

is measured in these cases is merely the logarithmic

derivative. Similarly the .nethod of solving for the ex-

ponent by using values at two points of the curve .vill

not give even the average value of the exponent over the

range taken, as it is generally believed to do, for by





equation (14) the quantity thus i;iven is

10^
log Bi

B

liow if v/e take ^ very near B-^
^^^ ^^^ ^^, -^^^^

ll 1~ ^1 ^^ '^V ii. -^ Q^. H' 1."^ ^^» ^^^ 1-

^°^fr
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polation, ainoe for small variations it is the ratio

of the percentage cnange in the dependent variable to

the rercentage change in the independent variable. I'he

sane confusion of it v/ith a true exponent haa developed

in ::iany similar ej:periir.ental relations, sucli as, for

example, the variation of the candle pov/er of lamps

v/ith voltage or v/ith current or vath the power supplied,

and the variation of the resistance of fluids to objects

moving through them. Such a confusion of teriss is very

vmfortunate since it may lead to wrong conceptions. For

example in the case of incandescent lamps some of these

logarithmic derivatives have numerical values very near

the exponents in some of the theoretical radiation formu-

las, and it is misleadint,- to e^rpress the relationship in

exponents or po..ers of the dependent variable ;vhen the

approximate agreement in nuiaerical values :uay be en-

tirely accidental.

It seems, therefore, advisable to liave some simple

expression which ,/ill of itself convey- the :^eaning and

be free from the objections that have prevented the com-

mon use of the term "logarithmic derivative", and I shall

hereafter refer to this quantity as the "ratio of varia-

tion". iTor the suggestion of this, term I am indebted to

Lr, C. 1:1. van orstrand.





In order to bring out eraphically the differences

that may exist bet,/ecn the exponent and the ratio of

variation in geometrical curves of the general para-

bolic foi m and ,ihose e^rponents are of the order of

magnitude of those met with in iron losses, in figure
1

16 the curve y = x~ "•" ^ together ..ith the ej:ponei:t and the

ratio of variation have been plotted. This curve was

chosen as the values of the exponent and the ratio of

variation are around 2 for small valiies of X and both

decrease with increasing values of X, for it is to be

renieabered that by equation (10) the ratio curve of the

current transformer has its slope determined by the ex-

ponent of the total iron losses, provided that exponent

is constant. It will be sho.m later that the same state-

ment will hold when the exponent is not constant if we

use the ratio of variation instead of the exponent. In
1 + 0.1 X

figure 17 the curve y = X together with the

exponent and the ratio of Variation are plotted. It .vill

be seen that when the exponent is 2 the ratio of varia-

tion is 4.3. It happens that the curve for tiio ratio

of variation for this purely mathematical curve is very

much like one recently published for the hysteretic ex-

ponent for silicon steel at high inductions in which
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Values as high as 3.6 v/ere g-iven', "l^ut as the laethod used

p. 139, lyil.

in determining the 'exponerit" was to take the slope of

the loss curve plotted on logarithmic coordinate paper,

evidently the quantity actually determined was the one

here designated as the ratio of variation. Very prob-

ably the exponent as determined by methods to be erscplained

presently would not have been greater than 2. The data

given was insufficient to detennine this point.

Since the last term in equation (16) is positive

it follows that the ratio of variation \,ill be greater

than the exponent ;/hen the latter is increasing, aiid

less ./hen exponent is decreasing. Consequently the ex-

ponent curve lies above 1 ': t'ir'ure IG and helo.v in finjure

17.

If in the case of a curve -.hose exponent is chang-

ing slowly we choose t.vo points of reference and solve

for the exponent as if it .vere constant, one Eight ex-

pect to get a value some.vhere near the mean of the actual

values at the given points, but such is not the case, it

aay be either greater or less than the actual value at

either limit, accordini- to circui:istances . ^i more sur-
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pricing res;ilt of the variation of the ex]-onent is the

effect that such a ii:iethod has in making large changes

in the coefficient. For sample if vie consider the

curve of figure 17 as an experimental curve and attem/t

to determine the coefficient and exponent by this method,

which is the one that has "been most frequently used in

discussing changes in the Steinmetz exponent, v/e got the

following results. The computed exponents are nearly i-

dentical v/ith the ratio of variation.





region also ti;o true exponent, and the coefficient may

be calculatod ; anci its value iDa}: be used in calculating

the exponent at any other point of the curve, .also if

the ratio of variation passes througli either a raa3:i;m;m

or a raininium its value at this point is the e^rponent , for

a maxiiium or rainimum in the ratio of variation raeans a

point of infloction on the levari thiaic cxirve, the condi-

tion for which is

A" (lo.H- y) ^ Q
d (log X)^

d Uofi y) ^ „

d (log X)

d (lor y) - cd (log X)

log y = c log X -f log K

log K .X°

y = K X°

llov/ if we consider the e::ponont at the point i^„,jo) to

be determined, then

y _ KX^
yo KXo"°

From which

log y -t Zo log 3o - log yo
( ^.B

)

log 3
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and K = 1_ (ly)

By this method the exponent has been computed for

the ^5 cycle core loss curve of transformer F (figure

18) . The exponent is very much more nearly constant

than the ratio of variation. In order to get an idea

of the change of the exponent and of the ratio of var-

iation over a \7ide range of flux densities the core loss

data deteimined by Llr. C. J. Huber, on 2 special trans-

formers are plotted on logarithmic paper in figure 19

,

The cores were of ring stampings or ordinary transformer

steel, and the deteiminationswere made by the wattmeter

method at both 30 and 60 cycles. The core was first

carefully demagnetized ana tne measurements made in the

order of increasing flux.

The core of transformer S^was ordinary transformer

steel, while that of 3^ v/as a silicon steel. The ob-

served values of the total iron losses are given in

table 1 . The ratio of variation of the core loss of

these transformers at 30 and at 60 cycles is plottoa m
figures 20, ^1, 22 and 23. Taking the ratio of varia-

tion as constant at 4000 lines, the exponents have been

calculated by formula (18) ana tne results plotted in
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tho same figures. It is evident from the curves that

at high flux densities the ratio of variation reaches

very high values ror both the silicon and the ordinary

steel, while the change in the exponent above 2000 lines

is extremely slight. The exponent is more nearly con-

stant than the ratio of variation, and after assuming a

value at some given point may be determined with a much

greater relative accuracy. To bring this last fact

out more clearly the computed values are given in Table

II.
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Table I
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Table II ^

_Exp neirts

Flux
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The ratio or variaxion is, ol' course, inde-

pendent of the units in which W and B are expressed,

but the exponent is dependent upon the units used for

B although it does not depend upon the units in which

W is expressed. For if instead of 3 we v/rite ^B where

is a constfiuit the equation

W = K B^

becomes

W = K (ocB^)^

z z
= Kc:t B-L

In this form the coefficient contains the variable factor

06, which is not to be allov/ed, for the coefficient must

be kept constant if such an equation is to have any use-

ful meaning, as we have seen, and hence in order to keep

the coefficient constant the exponent must take a new

value. This may be seen more easily from equation (18)

rffhich is arranged in a form convenient for computing the

exponent from experimental data. B appears in the only

term in the denominator while two of the terms of the

numerator are independent of it, and hence to multiply

B by a constant will change the computed values of y_.

This difficulty disappears when the exponent is con-

stant. It is soraetiu.es a convenience to bo able to
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change the \aiit in which 3 is expressed , for example

in shifting- the decimal, or to use voltage or current

instead of the flux, sinoe they are usually proportional,

and this is equivalent to a change of unit.

Another difficulty arises in computing the ex-

ponent from equation (18) for values of B approaching

unity, is that small errors in the experimentally de-

termined quantities introduce very large errors in the

computed exponent . For points very near unity the equa-

tion falls entirely, as unity is an essential singular

point of the fxmction representing Z, the denominator

becoming zero. For all ordinary work this difficulty

does nox enter as only large values of 3 are used. In

figures 20 and kil the lowest value of B reached was 40.

For much lower values recourse would have to be had to

//

a null method such as that of Campbell who has used a

"Proc. ?hys. Soc. London, 22, p. ^07, 191C.

mutual inductance and vibration galvanometer.

On the whole, the determination or tne actual

exponent is of little practical importance. It is much

more difficult to determine than the ratio of variation,

it depends upon the unit in which the independent variabl(
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is expressed, and after it is once determined ita use,

as in interpolation, requires logarithms even for small

intervals. The ratio of variation, that is, the slope

of the logarithmic curve is much more convenient to use

in interpolating over small intervals. The fact that

a constant exponent is the same as the ratio of variation

has led to a failure to distinguish between thera -.vhen

the exponent is not constant, and this has introduced

considerable confusion, not only in the literature of

iron losses, but m the other fields in which the same

ideas are made use of. Ivlany attempts have been made

to measure the variation of the exponent by methods

which assume a constant exponent.

Recently Richter has proposed a two-constant

'^Electrotechnische ZS. Lee. 8, 1910

formula to supplant the classical form, using only the

first pov;er and the square of B so as to avoid frac-

tional exponents. It is of tr.e form

W = a B + o B^

where a and c are constants. Jonaust has commented

'-^Lumiere ilectrique 13, p. 241, 1911

favorably on it. It is easily seen that the ratio of
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variation for iron whose losses folio-/ such a law can-

not be greater tnan 2. For differentiating and divid-

ing by the original equation

dW = a d B -»- 2 p_B ^B
"17 a 3 B^
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V^ioh shows the slope to be always positive as stated.

Although Richter's formula may be very useful

when applied to the relatively narrow limits of flux

density used in commeroial transformer design, it will

evidently not meet the requirements over such wide
ffux/4. ^j

ranges as sho/m for transformers 3i Jin figures ^0 ^^

23, or for suoh si-iecial cases as shoAH for transformer

F in figures 18 and X^ , where the ratio of variation

passes through maxima and minima, has negative slopes,

values greater than 2, etc. I.'oreover, as our present

interest is chiefly in exponents and ratios of varia-

tion attaining values of 2 or greater, the formula

will not suffice.

6. The Slope of the Hatlo Curve Determined by

the Ratio of Variation.

To return to tne question of the ratio curve of

the current transformer on noninductive load we had

found, by means of equation (10) p. ;:I, that if the

Steinraetz exponent for the total iron losses could be

taken as constant then the ratio would increase with

increasing current for exponents greater than 2, and

would decrease with increasing current for exi)ononts

less than 'Z , the latter being the type of curve almost
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universally met v/ith. VTe were unable to compare this

tiieory with experimental results as experiment showed

that the exponent was not constant. This led to the

foregoing investigation of the relation between the ex-

ponent and xne ratio or variation, and oT the methods

used in their determination, and we may now find a

more general condition which determines the slope of the

transformer ratio curve.

xhe • revious statement of the dependence of the

slope of the ratio curve upon the value of a constant

exponent holds in exactly the same way for the general

case of a variable exponent if the ratio of variation

be substituted for the exponent, in fact the develop-

ment may be made wltnout assuming any empirical rela-

tion between the flux and the total loss. 5y equation

(5) the ratio

K »= n + -

where n is the number or turns and F the core loss com-

ponent of the exciting current. If W is the core loss

Ej^, Eii the primary and secondary voltages, and r^ tne

secondary resistance then

F - I = £?,= nff
(21)

En Ea"" r;j la





and the ratio becomes

R = n +_^_X-

Differentiating

,

dE n . U d l^
dW - 2 W

, d l,

di ^
i:; 1;

= nW / W - 2

I2

Replacing F from (^1)

(22)

The fraction within the parenthesis is the ratio of varia-

tion of the core loss with resiect to the current, hut

since the current is proportional to the flux, this is

the sar.e as the ratio of variation with respect to the

flux. Hence we may also write

dv;

dE = _j;^

dl 1-^'

"~r~ - 2 \ (23)
"dB"

BV

Either (22) or (23) shows that the ratio of a current

transformer will rise with increasing current wlien the

ratio of variation is greater than 2, and that it de-

creases with increasing current when the ratio of varia-
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ticn is less than 2. This latter is, as already stated,

almost universally the case.

Ihat the experiinental results obtained from the

measurements of transformer J?" verify this conclusion

may be seen from a comparison of the ratio curves of

figure 4, wit' the curves of the ratio of variation of fig-

ures 18 and 2ff . At 60 cycles the ratio curve slopes up-

ward throughout its length and in agreement with this the

ratio of variation is greater than 2 over the whole range.

In the curve at ^6 cycles the ratio increases to half load

and then slowly decreases to full load while in agreement

with this the ratio of variation is greater than d for lov/

currents and less tnan 2 for the larger currents, passing

through the value 2 at approximately half load.

To test equation (22) quantitatively the following

table has been computed for this transformer from the

quantities plotted in the figures referred to.
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Table III

Slope of ratio curve in percentage change of

ratio per ampere.

Secondary-
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With tlie exception of the one ampere point at ^5 cycles

the agreement is extremely satisfactory, the difference

in the calculated and observed values of the ratio curve

not exceeding 0.02 % for the ratio change per ampere.

The discrepancy at the one point is due to the great

difficulty in obtaining sufficiently accurate determi-

nations of both the ratio and the core loss at the low

loads. In fact the agreement at the 1 ampere 60 cycle

point must be regarded as accidental. For ciirrents less

than an ampere the accuracy is not great enough to allow

any comparison to be made, as is shovm by plotted points

in figure 4. This is not surprising -i^ftien the magnitude

of some of the quantities is considered. b'OT example

at one ampere, 60 cycles, the core loss was but 0.003

watt and for many of the lov;er points the corrections

for the energy taken by the measuring instruments was

more than half the total quantity measured.

In figure d3 the loss and the ratio of variation

for the core of a power transformer designated as trans-

former G, are plotted for low flux densities, the max-

imum value reached being 1235 gausses. The ratio of varis

tion decreases from slightly over 2 at low voltage to

slightly less than 2 at the highest voltage shown, '.'.'hen
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tested as a current transformer it gave a very flat

ciirve as would be predicted from theory, and actually

passed through a raaxiinura; but the ohanp'e in ratio was

only a very few hundredths of a per cent.

A few other cases have been found in v/hich the

ratio of variation was slightly greater than 2 at low

flux densities, as for example with transfor:ner S;^

,

discussed in connection with figure 19, but no other

case has been found in which the phenomenon of the

ratio or transformation increasing with the current was

anywhere nearly as pronounced as vvith transformer P.

Reference has already been made to the fact that oc-

casionally a transformer had been found .vhose ratio curve

showed a tendency to turn down instead of up at the ex-

treme low current end of the curves, and although passed

over at the time as possibly due to errors of measurement,

it seems entirely probable that these transformers would

have shov/n core loss curves v/hose ratios of variation reached

values of 2 or more.

It might be supposed that all transformer iron might

show high values of the ratio of variation if the

measurements v/ere pushed to low enough values of flux

density. To determine this point recourse would have
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to be had to either very large masses of iron or to

more sensitive metnods, such as Campbell's, to v/hich

reference has already been aade, (page ), for with

some transformers the ratio of variation was well

under 2 at the lowest flux densities that could be

reached with the electrodynamometers used in these

measuremenxs. The large changes that magnetic history

may introduce intj the measured values of the permeability

and tne core loss at lov.- densities where the effect is

much greater is another disturbing factor in such measure-

ments. It has been shown that considerable errors may

be introduced into ratio and phase angle measurements

'For a detailed discussion see: Agnovv and Fitch, this

Bulletin, 6 p. 297, 1909, Koprint 130.

by the variations in the magnetic constants due to the

magnetic history of the core.

In the case of transfoniier H in v/hich the ratio

could be varied by series-parallel grouping of the primary

windings the determination of the ratio and phase angle

was carried to extremely low values of the current, and

yet the ratio curve showed no tendency to turn dov/n.
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( Figure H^) ; on the contrary the upward curvature

steadily increases, indicating that the ratio of

variation is still below 2, By Sj^ecial manipulation

the sensibility did not fall below 1/1500 evon at 2.5^

of load, incidentally these curves show hov/ nearly

the same form the ratio and phase angle curves may

take, ay changing the scale of one they v/ould be nearly

coincident.

Although there is need for a systematic study of

iron losses at moderate and low flux densities, the data

available being neither comprehensive nor systematic, at

least nine other observers have reported values of the

Kayleigh, Phil. :Jag. 23, p. 225, 3887.

Ewing and Klaassen, Phil. Trans. 1893. p. 985.

iJaurach, Ann. d. Phys . 311, p. 580, 1901.

Wild, Electrician, 5_6, 705, 1906.

Sumpner, Electrician, 5^, 768, 1906.

.Vilson, '..inston and O'Dell, Proc . Koy. Soc. 80, p.

548, 1908.

lloyd and Fischer, Bull. Bur. Standards, 5, p. 453, 1909

Heed, Elec. Journal. _7» P* 3^^. 1910.

Woolridge, Proc. Am. Inst. Klec. l-Ing. 30, p. 139,

Jan. 1911.
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Steinmetz exponent as great as or greater tlian 2. As in

nearly every case increasing or decreasing values of the

"exponenf'are reported, the values may be interpreted as

the ratio of variation.

This dependence of the slope of the ratio curve

upon the ratio of variation raises an interesting point

in regard to methods sometimes used in the ratio de-

termination. This method is to measure both primary

and secondary currents separately by sensitive dyna-

mometers, but as this requires the extra ira,nedance of

tne dynamometer to be placed in the secondary circuit,

the performance of the transformer is modified by this

measuring instrument. Attempts have been made to cor-

rect f jr this by adding double the impedance so as to

get a correction to apply in reducing the values to what

would be obtained if the impedajice of the instrument were

not in circuit, or to reach the same end by determining

the error thus introduced on a few transformers and thus

to get a "blanfcet correction" to apply to all measure-

ments, it is evident that this procedure may introduce

considerable errors if the core should happen to have

its ratio of variation pass through the value 2, and

hence tne ratio of transforiiation have a maximum. Ac-
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oordlngly, such a plan sjaould not be used for the most

accurate work, as it assumes precisely similar ratio of

variation curves in all cases.

7. Bearing on Design.
^

V/hile the relation oetween the slope of the ratio

curve and the ratio of variation has been established

only for the case of noninductlve load, it may be said

that a transformer showing a good r^erforraance on non-

inductive load v.'ill usually give good ratio curves on

inductive loads, and vice versa, so that vvhile quanti-

tatively the relation will not hold, it will be true

in a general qualitative way. Evidently for a f^iven

total loss it would be better to select a grade of steel

having a relatively high eddy current and lov/ hysteresis

loss, since the former would probably varj' almost exactly

as tne square of the flux at the low densities used. Of

course in this region the eddy current loss is usually

less than the hysteresis loss, but experiments on dif-

ferent kinds of steel might result in finding one whose

ratio of variation for the total iron losses would be

nearly constant and have a value of approximately 2. It

would, of course, be desirable to have puch a rroi erty

coupled with a high permeability so as to keep the phase
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angle small.

It would also seem to follov>f that for a given

frequency and a given secondary imiedance load, the

ratio performance might be better in a transformer

using relatively thicker sheets, so as to increase the

eddy cxirrents, or even by the use of an auxiliary v/ind-

ing to be closed through a resistance. But for general

work, where different frequencies and reactance loads

are to be used it would not be advantageous, since the

amount of the departure from tho ratio of turns would

be increased, and hence the change in the ratio result-

ing from a change in frequency or in impedance load

would also oe increased, although the curve .vould be

flatter for any given frequency and imi,edance load.

8 . Distortion of Wave Form.

There has been a considerable amount of discus-

sion as to whether wave distortion in a current trans-

former can introduce appreciable errors in measurements

in 7/hicn tne ratio or phase angle of tho transformer

enters. Of course in a circuit containing iron there

must theoretically be some distortion, however small,

and a greatly exaggerated importance lias often been as-

signed to it, Kobinson has shown by means of the os-

cillograph that even in the case of a coraplicatod wave
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form the distortion cannot be important, but no numerical

determinations of the actual magnitude of the distortion

Trans. iUner . Inst. Elec. Eng. 28, p. 1005, 1909.

have been published. A really satisfactory answer to

such a question must depend upon quantitative data.

Since, if distortion is allowed for, there are tv/o pos-

sible definitions of the ratio of transformation and

of the phase angle, and as these seemed to be a pos-

sibility of the same error entering into both the direct

determinations of the constants of the transformer and

in the determination of the exciting current components,

it was thought advisable to attempt some quantitative

determinations of the magnitude of the distortion. The

question of the effect of possible distortion on ratio

and phase angle has already been discussed, (page )

.

Two cases are to be distinguished, that of a sin-

usoidal primary current, and the much more complicated

one in v/hich the primary current is non-sinusoidal. In

neither case, however can the oscillograph or even the

curve-tracer be ir^de to give any but negative results,

by merely analyzing the primary and secondary current

waves separately. The amount of distortion is so minute

that some indirect method must be employed.
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The follo.virg inetnod was used in the case of

a sinusoidal primary current, taken from a star con-

nected generator whose individual phases have very

good waves. Two shunts R, and K^. were placed in the

primary and secondary respectively and the value of

Kg adjusted to give the same in-phase drop as 1-^E

as in the method of getting ratio. (See figure 6).

All the distortions present m l^B.^ will appear in

£. Hence if we in some way determine the amount of

distortion in £, it will imiiiediately give us the dis-

tortion in the secondary current. The advantage of

this procedure is that the harmonics present will form

a very much larger part of £ than of I^ijR^, and hence it

is much like measuring a small difference directly rather

than as the difference between the measurements of t.vo

large quantities. Stoall amounts of impurities in the

primary wave will not appreciably affect the results.

In figure 27 is reproduced an example of the

wave rorm or the complex emf. £, as determined by the

Rosa curve-tracer. It was taken on transformer F at 25

cycles, t> amperes secondary current. From an analvsis

of this wave by Thomson's method the following data are

computed ror coraparason with some of tJie data derived

from the direct measurements of ratio, and of core loss





ana magne-cizing current.

Effective value of 25 cyole component from curve 0.00496 volt

" " " " " " by dynamoneter 0.00487

Magnetizing current computed from curve U.511 amp.

" observed 0.500 "

Percentage of 3d harmonic in curve 16 %

" " bth " " " 3 %

" " 3d " " soc. current 0.13 fo

" 5th " " " " 0.03 $

Distortion due to 3d harmonic in terms of ef-
fective values 1 part in 1,000,000

Distortion due to 5th harmonic in terras of
effective values 1 part inl^QOOO.OOO

The accuracy of the experimental data was not

great enough to allow more than two harmonics to be

computed, as the difficulties of tracing a wave of

so small an emf. are considerable, in faot the close

agreement shown must be in part accidental, in order

to trace a wave the electromotive force of which was only

5 millivolts, ix was necessary to use a high sensibility

galvanometer, to place extra wide contact pieces onthe

rotating contact maker, and to use various other precau-

tions.
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A direct analysis of the emf . £ was carried out by

des Condres' direct dynamometer .iiethod, in -.vhich the enf.

/7
des Condres, Electroteclinisclie ZS. 21, 752 and 770,1900,

to be analyzed is applied to the moving coil of a dyna-

mometer v/hile a ciirrent from a machine giving any desired

harmonic is passed tJarough the fixed coil. The resulting

deflection is due entirely to this particular harmonic.

In order to obviate the difficiilty of phase relations,

the machines were run just out of synchronism, giving a

continuous phase shift. The dynamometer would then de-

flect back and forth, following the continuously chang-

ing phase relation, the maximum travel either side of the

zero giving a measure of the emf. of the harmonic that

was being determined. For the third harmonic the dyna-

raeter made three complete sv/ings for one cycle of the

synchronizing lamp, for the fifth, five, and so on. Only

two harmonics could be determined in this way, on account

of experimental difficulties, the chief of which was due

to the inertia of the moving coil of the dynamometer,

causing it to have a j.eriod of its ov.-n. For this reason

the machines had to be run almost exactly in sjmchronism

so that the c):ange3 in deflection would be slow. The de-

flections which it was possible to obtain were only a few
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millimexers.

The distortion found for a modem, high grade cur-

rent transformer under various conditions of frequency,

irn;edanoe load, and current is given in table IV.

Table IV.

Distortion Introduced by Transformer J

rimary current sinusoidal
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The peroentuge of haraonio ^ resent in each case

is seen to be independent or the current, so far as

the accuracy of the method is concerned. Evidently

the amount of distortion in a current transformer is

extremely small for a sinusoidal primary /<ave the

highest figure obtained, and that under severe con-

ditions, being but U.36 % of tne fundamental, and this

adds less than 1 part in 100000 to the effective value.

About the same value is obtained for the 25 cycle, low

impedance load as was obtained under similar conditions

for transrormer Jj', Ahich v/as the transformer showing the

peculiar ratio curves. In no case is the amount of £th

harmonic introduced great enough to change the ratio

or errective values by as much as 1 part in a million.

In order to detenriine the distortion for the case

of a nonsinusoidal primary wave the method v/as con-

siderably modified. For the experiment two transformers

having 5 to 5 ampere windings were chosen in order that

precisely similar shunts might be used in primary and

secondary, thus eliminating errors due to difference

in the inductances of the shunts. I'ho most essential

modification of the method consisted in reducing the

measured value of the quadrature resultant electromotive

force ^ (figiu-e 6) to zero, by introducing a variable

self inductance in the secondary so as to vary the
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phase angle of the transformer, in fact to bring it to

zero. Under this condition ir there were no distortion

introduced by the transformer there vv'ould be no resultant

electromotive force whatever to be applied to tne moving

coil of the dynamometer, and hence any resultant that is

found in £ is due to distortion v/ithin the transformer.

The diagram or connecxions is shown in figure ki8. For

convenience a dynamometer having 2 separate field coils

for 1 and £ amperes was used but t»vo separate instruments

would have done as well. The self inductance of the mov-

ing coil was comj)ensated and the coil set at the position

of zero mutual inducxance. I'wo motor-driven 2-phase al-

ternators rigid on the same shaft and designed for 25 and

75 cycles were used as sources. The b ampere coil or the

dynamometer could be thrown in or out of the primary cir-

cuit by the switch M, v/hile tho 1 amjjere coil would be con-

neotea to eitner phase of the 75 cycle machine.

The procedure was to throw 1.1 to the right, K up, and

adjust Ri; for the tc^zjo , S being 0',en. Then throw M left,

K down, and adjust the self-inductance L for no deflection

or Q. To get both adjustments it was necessary to suc-

cessively approximate, and it was found convenient also to

change the frequency. The primary current was maintained

constant at full load by the ammeter A]^ . Vihen these ad-
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Justinents were made, with il left, K up, 3 was thrown

first left and the in-phase component of the distorted

emf. read on the upper dynamometer. 3 was then thro/m

right and. the quadrature component measured. S con-

nects the moving coil to the source of the 3d harmonic

The results which were obtained at a frequency of 38

cycles, are siiovvn in table V.

Table V.

Distortion emf. (volts)

.

In quad-
Transformer Wave Form In phase rature.

K ZQ'/o dimple 0.00050 0.00017

" 2056 peak 21 51

S-j^ 2C^ dimple 77 28

"
20^0 peak 32 33

Total
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We may concludo fron the results of these determina-

tiona of the magnitudes or the distortion introduced by

current transformers , that the distortion is so small that

it is of theoretical interest only, amounting as it does

to lees than one part in lOUOOO in effective value when the

primary current is sinusoidal, and to but one part in 2500

in the most unfavorable case, and that with SO^b of third

harmonic in the primary wave. '.Then we consider the good

wave forms given by modern alternators, we may safely say

that in no practical case can the distortion be detected by

its introducing errors into tlie measurement of either emf.,

current or pov/er, even v/ith the most accurate instruments

available

.

It also follows that there is no appreciable dif-

ference in tne ratio of transrormation whether it be de-

fined as the ratio of the mean effective values of the

currents, or as the ratio of the primary to the undistorted

part or the secondary; and hence there can be no objection

against any of the null methods no.v in use, v/hether the

detector be an elect rodynamoineter, an electrometer, or a

rotating commutator v/ith a direct current galvanometer.
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9. Effect of Wave Form upon Katlo and Phase Angle.

'iThile, as we have seen, no appreciable distortion is

introduced by the trans for::aer, the wave form may change the

ratio appreciably. I'his has been pointed out by Kosa and

Lloyd, who made some measurements, the result of which

showed that while small, the effect could be detected by

the methods then in use, if the distortion was large.

^ This Bulletin, 6, p. 30, 1909.

In figure ^9 the results of measurements of the ratio

of transformer J, which is a high grade instrument, with 5

different wave forms, and with 2 difrerent secondarv impeclanci

loads. It should be noted that the vertical scale is great-

ly magnified so as to separate the carves, also that the

impedance load for the upper curves is soraev/hat severe.

The curves are very nearly parallel, and the ratio at the

smaller impedance load even with a wave distorted by iiO %

of third harmonic differs only 0.05 % either way from

the value with a sine curve, while v/ith the large impedance

in the secondary the corresponding change is only 0.15 ^

and these are only half as great at 10 fo distortion. At
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60 cycles the corresponding figures would be considerably

less. The relative accuracy ol' the measureinonts v/as 0.02 %.

The dimpled wave raises the ratio and the peak v;ave

lowers it, which is in the direction that theory would

predict, since a dimpled wave increases the iron losses

and a peaked wave decreases them for the same effective

value of eraf., as has been shovvn by Lloyd and others.

'''This Bulletin, 5, p. 381, 1909. Keprint No. 106"

The effect or wave form or the phase angle is very

small. For example with 25 cycles, 1.1 ohm resistance

in the secondary circuit, full load current, the follow-

ing values of the phase angle were determined.

',7ave form Phase angle

20 fo peak 33.8'

sine 35.0'

20 % dimple 35.6'

About the same differences jersisted over the current

range, as near as could be told, that is, half a minute,

to a minute. The sensibility was proportionately less

at the lower currents, /igain, the direction of the

change found is the same as would be predicted from theory.

It is too small to be of any practical significance, '"itli

10 % distortion the efrect was too small to be increased with

certainty.
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The effect of wave form upon ratio and phase anjjle

is very sl.-nilar to that of small changes in frequency,

as might well he expected, and with good transformers

is entirely negligible for the wave forms met In prac-

tice.

10. Summary .

1. ',7hile the ratio of transforraation of current

transformers usually decreases v/itn increasing cur-

rent, it may increase in individual cases, or even

pass through a maximum.

2. The ratio and xho phase angle performance .iiay

he accurately computed from the magnetic data of the

core.

3. In general the slope of tne ratio curve may be

qualitatively predicted from the value of the Stein-

metz exponent if the latter he assumed to be constant.

But tne iron losses, particularly at tno low flux

densities used, depart too v.'idoly from such a simple

la'ff for accurate v/or>.

4. The slope of tlie ratio curve may be accurately

computed from the slope of the curve obtained by

plotting the core loss against the flux on lofraritlimic
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coordinate paper.

It is proposed that this logarithmio slope, or

logarithmic derivative shall be oalleci the ratio of

variation. It is much more useful t\vxn the actual

exponent

.

The methods now in use for determining the "ex-

ponent" fail to give a true exponent that v/ill sat-

isfy the equation '.Y = B^, unless z^ is a constant. The

quantity actually determined by these methods is the

ratio of variation.

The wave form of the secondary of a current trans-

rormer may "be considerea to be the same as that of the

primary current for even the most i.recise measurements

,

as the distortion within the transformer is entirely

negligible

.

Thile tne errect of variations in wave form on

ratio and phase angle may be detected by accurate

measurements. It as too small to be of practical im-

portance, being of the same order of magnitude as the

effect of small changes in frequency.
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9, The null methods used for accurate determina-

tions of ratio and phase angle all give the theoret-

ically correct results, well within the experimental

error, so that the accuracy attainable is decidedly

greater than is required in practice.
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